Holmes Stars In
Galileo Cast Party

By RON WHITE

The Rice Players' production of "The Galileo Cast Party," presented at the home of Mrs. Madith DeZurko, was of an artistry comparable to "La Dolce Vita" and was enjoyed by all who attended it. Its success is due greatly to the fine musical accompaniment, the props which were furnished by most of the cast and crew, the inspired individual performances, and the production's three rehearsals.

IN THE leading roles were Mike Holmes, Phil Hoffman, and Ray Schiltz, who played the singers and who were backed up by a chorus comprised of nearly the entire cast. Mike Holmes also directed many of the dance scenes.

By far the best performances were the song sequences and the portrayals of disaster stricken characters. However, many of the characterizations were very dull; many of the actors seemed incapable of much emotional response.

Jim Bernhard and Carl Bensen, who were seen earlier in the Players' production of Galileo, were guest stars. And a favorite among the cast was Dennis Kear, who made several encores.